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The Energy Justice Mix

Understanding people's divering energy preferences in

Belgium 

Need for social scienctific perspective
in energy studies
Limited studies focus on Energy Mix 

Background: To mitigate global climate
change drastic transformations of the
energy system are needed, both on the
supply and demand side.  Whereas the
public is asked to adapt its energy demand
patterns, their perspective is often
neglected, both in research and policy.

In this research: Enhance our
understanding of the justice aspects
behind the energy transition by exploring
individual’s preferred energy mixes.

Relevance: 

Introduction

Lowest share of renewables in energy
consumption across the EU

Faces major challenges such as rising
energy prices, increasing number of
households who live in energy poverty,
high demand for energy,...

Why belgium? 

Identifiaction of latent classes  
Assigning subject to latent classes 
Adding group charachteristics

Latent Class Analysis of Energy Preferences

                      3-step method: 

Objective

Methodology

Results & Analysis

While most of the Belgian respondents are positive
about a sustainable energy transition, many
respondents face structural barriers that prevent
them from denouncing fossil fuels and nuclear
energy. 

Preferences around the energy mix are in part
influenced by structural and social inequality. 

The resuly highlight the importance of focusing on
energy mixes from a conflict-based stance as it is
an excellent tool to uncover trade-offs within the
energy system.

Conclusion

Class 1: Business as usual energy mix
Prefer traditional energy mix. Mostly
older people who are not really
concerend about climate change. 

Class 2: Green energy Mix 
Prefer renewable energy mix. Very
concerned about climate change, high
income and high level of education

Class 3: Incremental Change Energy Mix
Prefer hybrid energy mix. Identify with
right-wing political ideology. Somewhat
concerend about climate change 

Class 4: Vulnerable Energy Mix
Prefer hybrid energy mix. Really
concerned about climate change,
low income and low educational
level 

Enhance the understanding of the
interconnectedness between energy
transitions and social equality by examining
how social characteristics determine the
composition of individual’s preferred energy
mix

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4

N = 1739
Country = Belgium 
Data = European Social Survey (ESS)

Four different Classes: Figure 1:  item-response probability of energy preferences for the identified classes  
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